Silver facts outshine FDA
Regulators denigrating powerful antimicrobial have no case.
By Scott Tips
Silver has long been known to
be a very powerful, broadspectrum germ fighter that is
essentially nontoxic—although
we now know it is silver in the
ionic form that actually does the
work. “Colloidal” silver is an
historical way of delivering
silver ions to the body. One
hundred years ago, it was sold
by a major pharmaceutical
company, and clinical studies
attesting to its efficacy topically
and internally were published in
prestigious medical journals.
However, with the advent of the
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) in 1938—and the
attendant
laws
prohibiting
disease claims for any product
not first so approved by the
FDA or grandfathered in—
patentable antibiotics soon
replaced colloidal silver in the
pharmaceutical field.
The
natural health field never lost
sight of silver’s virtues, though,
and it has seen growing
popularity during the recent few
decades.
But now, for some reason, it
seems the FDA is trying to
rewrite history, and ignore its
own literature, in an effort to
denigrate colloidal silver—with
no data that it can point to in
making its case. Some say the
reason is very obvious: the
threat silver supplements pose
to antibiotic profits.
Silver sulfadiazine cream
has been used in most burn
centers for decades. Catheters

and IV needles contain silver to
help prevent infection. The
faces of stethoscopes are now
coated with silver to prevent the
transfer of bacteria from one
patient to the next. The largest
medical products distributor in
the United States has been
recently touting a new gauze
dressing that slowly delivers
silver ions in order to fight
"drug-resistant”
pathogens.
Members of the U.S. House of
Representatives
introduced
legislation early this year
directing the Secretary of
Agriculture to conduct a study
of the effectiveness of silverbased biocides as an alternative
treatment to preserve wood that
people come in contact with in
residences and in public places
such as restaurants and schools,
potentially replacing toxic
chromated copper arsenate.
The EPA and FDA have
recently approved silver ion
products for a rapidly growing
number of uses, ranging from
surface disinfection in medical
environments to the inclusion in
food handling materials. In all
of these cases, the tremendous
antimicrobial capabilities and
essentially non-toxic nature of
silver ions are the prominently
emphasized attributes.
During the 1990s, many
colloidal silver manufacturers
claimed that the grandfather
exemption applied to them,
since colloidal silver was sold
with drug claims prior to 1938.
However, in 1999, the FDA
1

issued a Final
Rule, finding that no such
products met the rigorous
grandfathering standards.
The Rule cites numerous
reports the FDA has received
attesting to the efficacy of
various orally ingested silver
products, including a very
impressive double-blind clinical
study showing remarkable
efficacy.
The Rule states,
however, that the studies
presented do not meet the
statutory bar for drug approval.
It repeatedly states they are “not
adequate” and “not sufficient”
enough to warrant “general
recognition” of such silver
products as “safe and effective”
for “drug” use. Importantly, the
Rule does not in any way
conclude that the data presented
shows such orally ingested
silver products are not effective.
It says “well-controlled clinical
studies… need to be conducted”
prior to the allowance of disease
claims.
The Rule points out that
excessive intake of silver can
cause a permanent skin
discoloration called “argyria,”
and it cites cases of argyria that
occurred, almost exclusively,
more than fifty years ago—back
when FDA-approved silver
products
contained
many
thousands of times the silver
concentration that modern-day
silver supplements do. The
Rule does not suggest any
restrictions on the sale of such
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